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2022 AND THE “SHOUT OUT” FOR THE FUTURE

Detroit People’s Platform (DPP) and our network of supporters across the seven (7) city council districts welcomes the newly elected and returning City Council members. DPPs near decade long vision for a just and equitable Detroit is rooted in our belief that government has a critical role to play in advancing the economic and social well-being of majority Black Detroit. *We believe that when majority Black Detroit prospers – all Detroiters prospers.*

However, when we look across our city there is evidence that city government, as most Detroiters experience it on a daily basis, is not working on their behalf. In the recent past the city administration and city council allies have embraced a philosophy that asserts that when the rich, white and powerful benefit, Black Detroiters will also benefit. Hence, the rationale for diverting millions of dollars in public tax revenue in the service of corporate welfare with the promise of jobs will attract whiter, wealthier and younger residents – built on the public dole of corporate welfare and tax subsidies; *Until the covid pandemic, the routine denial of basic city services like water to low income households had become justified*

Contrary to the typical ‘Blame Detroiters’ narrative, what is illustrated by the above is a broken government that lacks vision for how to address 21st century urban problems. The over-reliance on a failed mid-twentieth century model with inherent systemic and structural biases in governance, planning and community development is stunning!

Once known as the birthplace for many Black radical and progressive movements, Detroiters are now the victims of a politics that weaponize fear and favor. Recent news articles reveal that elected council members have organized with dark money interest groups to undermine the voice and power of Detroiters.

Even the courts seem to align against the rights of Detroiters as two lower courts ruled against advancing Proposal P (the revised city charter) to the ballot. Only the last minute intervention of the State Supreme Court resulted in Proposal P appearing on the August ballot. It is no wonder that many Detroiters have disengaged from the democratic process as reflected in low rates of voter participation. *Continued on back cover.*

In the midst of a difficult and disappointing 2021, DPP celebrates the organizing WINS based on the work of Detroiters across the city. Thank you for keeping the vision for a just and equitable Detroit alive! *Read more about these wins throughout this issue!*

#1 The culmination of three years organizing and advocacy DPP and resident leaders WON adoption of several key amendments by Detroit Charter Revision Commission appearing on the Proposal P ballot by DPP and resident leaders including; adoption of Passenger Bill of Rights; Expanding the current CBA Ordinance; mandated funding for the Housing Trust Fund and local housing affordability formula.

2021 WINS!

We WON a modest increase in AFFORDABLE HOUSING AND HOME REPAIR in municipal budget for 2021-2022.

#2

Visit detroitpeoplesplatform.org and sign up to receive Detroit People’s Platform NEWS between issues.
The year 2021 may be a year marked by efforts to recover the economy from the damaging effects of the covid pandemic. Congressional passage of American Rescue Plan Act (ARP) and Infrastructure Job Act, provided historical increases in federal investment for cities, states, and educational institutions, and direct aid for impacted families and individuals. Essential bus riders including paratransit riders, individuals that cannot use traditional bus service, and require federally-funded and specialized transit vehicles, are in need and require special attention for pandemic recovery efforts.

Instead of providing a platform for residents and essential riders to provide input on how American Rescue Plan (ARP) dollars should be spent, the Detroit Department of Transportation (DDOT) resumed collecting bus fares in March 2021. Further, DDOT failed to publish an equity analysis detailing the likely impact on DDOT ridership and fare increases that largely includes essential workers who cannot work from home. These workers rely on transit to access critical jobs like health and medical aids, home-visit caregivers, grocery-store workers, individuals working in manufacturing, construction, public works, and restaurant workers — all of whom are essential to economic recovery yet face the greatest risk to covid exposure and illness.

In November 2021, DDOT drastically cut bus service to 16 routes, slowing down bus service to every 20 minutes on some routes, and 30 minutes to an hour on many neighborhood routes: one-bus-per-hour service on weekends and ending 24-hour bus service on main routes like the Vernor #1, Michigan #2, and Jefferson #9 from 1am to 3am. DDOT also eliminated the 100 years old service on the Clairmount #11 route, along with a recently created connector-route in Southwest Detroit — the Junction #26, and the Tireman #47. Bus riders did not have adequate warning or reasonable opportunities for public input about these changes.

DDOT also failed in committing to report on efforts to reform paratransit service. Bus riders who depend on para transit have been calling for a review of public-private partnerships that largely include TransDev. The privatizing of vital services has been calling for a review of public-private partnerships that largely includes essential workers who cannot work from home. These workers rely on transit to access critical jobs like health and medical aids, home-visit caregivers, grocery-store workers, individuals working in manufacturing, construction, public works, and restaurant workers — all of whom are essential to economic recovery yet face the greatest risk to covid exposure and illness.

The Transit Justice Team was able to continue to organize essential riders on actions in response to service changes, turnout to DDOT monthly community virtual meetings, rally support around proposed DDOT Passenger Bill of Rights; and garner traditional media coverage highlighting the priorities and demands of essential bus riders in Detroit.

Members of the transit justice team successfully organized and won inclusion of recommendations from essential riders in the final revised city charter document brought forth under Proposal P. Those revisions were intended to expand the power of bus riders and Detroters by mandating the creation of a new transit advisory board with increased oversight powers related to service planning, transit budgeting, and public input in decision-making. Also, the revisions would have mandated a lower-income fare program to provide reduced fares and bus passes for veterans, returning citizens, those who are homeless and low to no-income families and individuals. In addition, the proposed DDOT Passenger Bill of Rights would have established obligations for DDOT towards the ridership ensuring equity in service investment and access; improved customer centered communications and engagement and better compliance and transparency with the mandates of Title VI in its transit planning.

In spite of these challenges, the Transit Justice Team anticipates that the organizing work in 2022 will provide opportunities for riders to become involved in the decision-making process with how the city will invest public resources in transit including federal American Rescue Plan Act (ARP) funds, the Infrastructure and Jobs Act monies and the upcoming 2022-2023 city budget. These budget decisions will be made under the leadership of the newly elected city council. Essential bus riders must organize as advocates for public transit that centers the priorities and rights of essential bus riders as reflected in the historical positioning of public transit as a civil rights issue and public transit here in Detroit as one of the basic services provided to residents.

Finally, sometime in 2022 DDOT will announce dates for public hearings, called “Comprehensive Operation Analysis” which will detail plans to restructure bus service in Detroit. It is important that essential riders, and those who advocate AGAINST further bus cuts to neighborhood routes present. The voice of essential bus riders is necessary for the restoration of appropriate levels of DDOT service since it is the essential riders who have the daily user expertise and knowledge of how bus service should operate in response to the needs and priorities of its essential riders. Detroiters must pass the DDOT Bill of Rights and thereby restore public transit as an important and basic service.
**Reading between the Lines: Budgeting for Private Developers, Not for Detroiters**

The administration has touted the financial state of Detroit as a sign of good governance, pointing to an arduous climb out of municipal bankruptcy to a $100 billion budget surplus, brought about by an increase in economic development resulting in an increased and significant revenue return to the city.

Just a few months ago in September 2021, the Office of Budget reported that, due in part to the administration’s economic development plan, the city will bring in $111 million more than expected in revenue, increasing spending by about $12 million compared to last year’s budget. On top of that, to help address social injustice exacerbated by the pandemic, Detroit has received an additional $826 million in federal stimulus funding to add to the city budget over the next four years.

In budgetary terms, and in contrast to prior years, it would appear that Detroit’s financial cup “runneth over”.

At first glance all of this looks like a giant step in a positive direction for Detroit residents. The assumption here is that more money leads to more and improved services for Detroiters and overall improved quality of life. However, sometimes this assumption overshadows the real story that remains invisible to the average Detroiter and informs the reality that we see on the ground in our neighborhoods.

For example, for this current 2021-2022 budget year, the city is working with about $1.1 billion is general fund money—city generated dollars that can be spent on any municipal service. About a third of that revenue comes from income taxes while the rest comes from property taxes. Thus, most of the tax burden falls on workers—who are mostly Black and working-class Detroiters—and not owners of property—the latter who are largely non-Detroit residents, are wealthy, white land developers, like Dan Gilbert.

This taxing scheme is not by chance; it is by design. Part of the administration’s economic growth model is to provide investors with huge tax breaks to incentivize economic development. That is, we pay people in shoes to create economic development projects and related businesses in Detroit. Currently, Detroit has 17 tax abatement programs totaling nearly $100 million in tax giveaways annually.

Tax-diversion and tax abatement schemes for economic development include policies like tax increment financing (TIFs), that divert much needed tax revenues from the Commons including public libraries, schools, and other public investments* that average Detroiters and their families could truly benefit from. If Detroit taxed and developed like they do developers, we estimate the city would have $100 million1 more in property tax revenue, which would make it the largest revenue source for the city (as it is in most cities).

Also, the state legislature just passed an amendment in SB 671 that makes these types of taxing incentives even more lucrative for developers and easier to obtain. This means larger tax giveaways and tax diversions from our general fund which consequently results in further public and community disinvestment and service and institutional decline in the neighborhoods and communities where the majority of Black Detroit live.

Remember, any budget is a moral document and statement of values, whether it’s a budget created by an individual, a family, a school, a city, or a nation. How resources are allocated identifies what is important to the creators of the budget. To understand the whole picture, however, we must look at the fight for resources before they are budgeted. It is helpful to evaluate how the city’s current economic development policies and the accompanying tax benefits are used to build luxury hotels, apartments, stadiums, entertainment districts, etc. and how that model of investment actually starves our Commons that includes our neighborhood libraries, parks, schools, and transit system. The conclusion is that the current model of economic growth prioritizes private developers and not Detroiters (YOU).

The Budget Priorities Community Forum will be a virtual community outreach meeting. For more information about how to participate: detroitmi.gov/events/notices-public-outreach-annual-budget-priorities-forums

---


#5 $3.4 million dollar investment from the Housing Trust Fund resulting in 100 UNITS OF AFFORDABLE HOUSING

resulting in expanded housing opportunities for low income housing with children; vulnerable youth; and formerly homeless individuals.

---

**What is a Housing Trust Fund?**

Housing Trust Funds (HTFs) are created by city, county and state governments to direct specific public funding to support the production and preservation of affordable housing. In Detroit Housing Trust Funds increase the opportunities for families and individuals who make $35 thousand dollars are less to have quality and accessible housing.

**How the Housing Trust Fund Works in Detroit.** Money for the Housing Trust Fund is made available in the annual Detroit city budget and includes 20% of the net profits of city owned commercial property sales. Developers who do not meet the requirements of the ordinance may also have to pay a fine into the fund.

**Who Benefits from the Housing Trust Fund?** The HTF is intended to develop and preserve affordable housing in Detroit for individuals and families who earn less than $35 thousand dollars a year – NOT high income earners.

Recently the HTF helped to develop the following:

- provided new and renovated housing for families and roughly 100 children
- new apartments for adults who were formerly homeless,
- housing for vulnerable youth in need of safe housing with special services.

Clearly the HOUSING TRUST FUND is a success and is meeting a real housing need in Detroit!

**What Detroiters Need? INCREASED FUNDING for the Housing Trust Fund that will produce MORE affordable and accessible housing for Detroiters.

---

**City Council Passes Newly Amended CBA Ordinance**

mandates greater transparency for Neighborhood Advisory Council members; More timely document share and reporting by Tier 1 and Tier 2 developers; Resident seat on the powerful Enforcement Committee.

---
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$35 million in taxes captured by DDA. And our data shows Brownfields Good Jobs First reports about $40 million in subsidies but does not contain DDA tax extraction and Brownfield TIFs. Free Press reports $35 million in taxes captured by DDA. Our data shows Brownfields are now capturing about $25 million. This adds up to $100 million in property tax losses.
To address the violations. Learn more about the Beniteau FOIA and communications project that has received over $400 million in tax incentives, $5,000 to complete the request. This is unacceptable, especially for the average Detroiter cannot afford to spend $5,000 on information that should be their primary constituents – Detroit residents.

- Name the injustices and indignities that majority Black Detroiters are forced to confront and deal with on a daily basis.
- Center the values of racial equity and racial justice in your legislative efforts and all residents will benefit.
- Embrace the promise of Black liberation as real and worth fighting for in the nation’s largest majority Black city.
- Align the work of the city council with the national movement to protect democracy and advance the democratic rights of BIPOC (Black Indigenous People of Color) communities.
- Hear and respond to the calls for justice from your constituents no matter how imperfect the message or the messenger may be.
- Center human development as the key driver of economic success for Detroit.
- Safeguard and prioritize investment of Detroit’s precious resources in creating a robust and sustainable Commons that benefits us all.

We call upon our elected leaders to look beyond politics and accept the challenge and the opportunity and demonstrate courageous leadership.

DPP and resident leaders who are renters participate in the Right to Counsel Coalition Organizing in Support of a Strong RTO Ordinance that aims to reduce household evictions and offers improved protections for vulnerable renter households.